Formal verification of concurrent operating systems (OSs) is challenging, and in particular the verification of the dynamic memory management due to its complex data structures and allocation algorithm. Up to our knowledge, this paper presents the first formal specification and mechanized proof of a concurrent buddy memory allocation for a real-world OS. We develop a fine-grained formal specification of the buddy memory management in Zephyr RTOS. To ease validation of the specification and the source code, the provided specification closely follows the C code. Then, we use the rely-guarantee technique to conduct the compositional verification of functional correctness and invariant preservation. During the formal verification, we found three bugs in the C code of Zephyr.
Introduction
The operating system (OS) is a fundamental component of critical systems. Thus, correctness and reliability of systems highly depend on the system's underlying OS. As a key functionality of OSs, the memory management provides ways to dynamically allocate portions of memory to programs at their request, and to free them for reuse when no longer needed. Since program variables and data are stored in the allocated memory, an incorrect specification and implementation of the memory management may lead to system crashes or exploitable attacks on the whole system. RTOS are frequently deployed on critical systems, making formal verification of RTOS necessary to ensure their reliability. One of the state of the art RTOS is Zephyr RTOS [1] , a Linux Foundation project.
Zephyr is an open source RTOS for connected, resource-constrained devices, and built with security and safety design in mind. Zephyr uses a buddy memory allocation algorithm optimized for RTOS, and that allows multiple threads to concurrently manipulate shared memory pools with fine-grained locking.
Formal verification of the concurrent memory management in Zephyr is a challenging work. (1) To achieve high performance, data structures and algorithms in Zephyr are laid out in a complex manner. The buddy memory allocation can split large blocks into smaller ones, allowing blocks of different sizes to be allocated and released efficiently while limiting memory fragmentation concerns. Seeking performance, Zephyr uses a multi-level structure where each level has a bitmap and a linked list of free memory blocks. The levels of bitmaps actually form a forest of quad trees of bits. Memory addresses are used as a reference to memory blocks, so the algorithm has to deal with address alignment and computation concerning the block size at each level, increasing the complexity of its verification. (2) A complex algorithm and data structures imply as well complex invariants that the formal model must preserve. These invariants have to guarantee the well-shaped bitmaps and their consistency to free lists. To prevent memory leaks and block overlapping, a precise reasoning shall keep track of both numerical and shape properties. (3) Thread preemption and fine-grained locking make the kernel execution of memory services to be concurrent.
In this paper, we apply the rely-guarantee reasoning technique to the concurrent buddy memory management in Zephyr. This work uses π-Core, a rely-guarantee framework for the specification and verification of concurrent reactive systems. π-Core introduces a concurrent imperative system specification language driven by "events" that supports reactive semantics of interrupt handlers (e.g. kernel services, scheduler) in OSs, and thus makes the formal specification of Zephyr simpler. The language embeds Isabelle/HOL data types and functions, therefore it is as rich as the own Isabelle/HOL. π-Core concurrent constructs allow the specification of Zephyr multi-thread interleaving, fine-grained locking, and thread preemption. Compositionality of rely-guarantee makes feasible to prove the functional correctness of Zephyr and invariants over its data structures. The formal specification and proofs are developed in Isabelle/HOL. They are available at https://lvpgroup.github.io/picore/.
We first analyze the structural properties of memory pools in Zephyr (Section 3). The properties clarify the constraints and consistency of quad trees, free block lists, memory pool configuration, and waiting threads. All of them are defined as invariants for which its preservation under the execution of services is formally verified. From the well-shaped properties of quad trees, we can derive a critical property to prevent memory leaks, i.e., memory blocks cover the whole memory address of the pool, but not overlap each other.
Together with the formal verification of Zephyr, we aim at the highest evaluation assurance level (EAL 7) of Common Criteria (CC) [2] , which was declared this year as the candidate standard for security certification by the Zephyr project. Therefore, we develop a fine-grained low level formal specification of a buddy memory management (Section 4). The specification has a line-to-line correspondence with the Zephyr C code, and thus is able to do the code-to-spec review required by the EAL 7 evaluation, covering all the data structures and imperative statements present in the implementation.
We enforce the formal verification of functional correctness and invariant preservation by using a rely-guarantee proof system (Section 5), which supports total correctness for loops where fairness does not need to be considered. The formal verification revealed three bugs in the C code: an incorrect block split, an incorrect return from the kernel services, and non-termination of a loop (Section 6). Two of them are critical and have been repaired in the latest release of Zephyr. The third bug causes nontermina-tion of the allocation service when trying to allocate a block of a larger size than the maximum allowed.
Related work.
(1) Memory models [17] provide the necessary abstraction to separate the behaviour of a program from the behaviour of the memory it reads and writes. There are many formalizations of memory models in the literature, e.g., [14, 19, 10, 21, 15] , where some of them only create an abstract specification of the services for memory allocation and release [10, 21, 15] . (2) Formal verification of OS memory management has been studied in CertiKOS [20, 11] , seL4 [13, 12] , Verisoft [3] , and in the hypervisors from [4, 5] , where only the works in [11, 4] consider concurrency. Comparing to buddy memory allocation, the data structures and algorithms verified in [11] are relatively simpler, without block split/coalescence and multiple levels of free lists and bitmaps. [4] only considers virtual mapping but not allocation or deallocation of memory areas.
(3) Algorithms and implementations of dynamic memory allocation have been formally specified and verified in an extensive number of works [23, 7, 16, 18, 8, 9] . However, the buddy memory allocation is only studied in [9] , which does not consider concrete data structures (e.g. bitmaps) and concurrency. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first formal specification and mechanized proof for a concurrent buddy memory allocation of a realistic operating system.
Concurrent Memory Management in Zephyr RTOS
In Zephyr, a memory pool is a kernel object that allows memory blocks to be dynamically allocated, from a designated memory region, and released back into the pool. Its definition in the C code is shown as follows. A memory pool's buffer ( * buf ) is an n max-size array of blocks of max sz bytes at level 0, with no wasted space between them. The size of the buffer is thus n max × max sz bytes long. Zephyr tries to accomplish a memory request by splitting available blocks into smaller ones fitting as best as possible the requested size. Each "level 0" block is a quad-block that can be split into four smaller "level 1" blocks of equal size. Likewise, each level 1 block is itself a quadblock that can be split again. At each level, the four smaller blocks become buddies or partners to each other. The block size at level l is thus max sz/4 l . The pool is initially configured with the parameters n max and max sz, together with a third parameter min sz. min sz defines the minimum size for an allocated block and must be at least 4 × X (X > 0) bytes long. Memory pool blocks are recursively split into quarters until blocks of the minimum size are obtained, at which point no further split can occur. The depth at which min sz blocks are allocated is n levels and satisfies that n max = min sz × 4 n levels .
Every memory block is composed of a level; a block index within the level, ranging from 0 to (n max×4 level )−1; and the data representing the block start address, which is equal to buf + (max sz/4 level ) × block. We use a tuple (level, block) to uniquely represent a block within a pool p.
A memory pool keeps track of how its buffer space has been split using a linked list free list with the start address of the free blocks in each level. To improve the performance of coalescing partner blocks, memory pools maintain a bitmap at each level to indicate the allocation status of each block in the level. This structure is represented by a C union of an integer bits and an array bits p. The implementation can allocate the bitmaps at levels smaller than max inlinle levels using only an integer bits. However, the number of blocks in levels higher than max inlinle levels make necessary to allocate the bitmap information using the array bits map. In such a design, the levels of bitmaps actually form a forest of complete quad trees. The bit i in the bitmap of level j is set to 1 for the block (i, j) iff it is a free block, i.e. it is in the free list at level i. Otherwise the bitmap for such block is set to 0.
Zephyr provides two kernel services k mem pool alloc and k mem pool free, for memory allocation and release respectively. The main part of the C code of k mem pool alloc is shown in Fig. 1 . When an application requests for a memory block, Zephyr first computes alloc l and f ree l. alloc l is the level with the size of the smallest block that will satisfy the request, and f ree l, with f ree l alloc l, is the lowest level where there are free memory blocks. Since the services are concurrent, when the service tries to allocate a free block blk from level f ree l (Line 8), blocks at that level may be allocated or merged into a bigger block by other concurrent threads. In such case the service will back out (Line 9) and tell the main function k mem pool alloc to retry. If blk is successfully locked for allocation, then it is broken down to level alloc l (Lines 11 -14) . The allocation service k mem pool alloc supports a timeout parameter to allow threads waiting for that pool for a period of time when the call does not succeed. If the allocation fails (Line 24) and the timeout is not K NO WAIT, the thread is suspended (Line 30) in a linked list wait q and the context is switched to another thread (Line 31).
Interruptions are always enabled in both services with the exception of the code for the functions alloc block and break block, which invoke irq lock and irq unlock to respectively enable and disable interruptions. Similar to k mem pool alloc, the execution of k mem pool free is interruptable too.
Defining Structures and Properties of Buddy Memory Pools
As a specification at design level, we use abstract data types to represent the complete structure of memory pools. We use an abstract reference ref in Isabelle to define pointers to memory pools. Starting addresses of memory blocks, memory pools, and unsigned integers in the implementation are defined as natural numbers (nat). Linked lists used in the implementation for the elements levels and free list, together with the bitmaps used in bits and bits p, are defined as a list type. C structs are modelled in Isabelle as records of the same name as the implementation and comprising the same data. There are two exceptions to this: (1) k mem block id and k mem block are merged in one single record, (2) the union in the struct k mem pool lvl is replaced by a single list representing the bitmap, and thus max inline level is removed.
The Zephyr implementation makes use of a bitmap to represent the state of a memory block. The bit j of the bitmap for level a i is set to 1 iff the memory address of the memory block (i, j) is in the free list at level i. A bit j at a level i is set to 0 under the following conditions: (1) its corresponding memory block is allocated (ALLOCATED), (2) the memory block has been split (DIVIDED), (3) the memory block is being split in the allocation service (ALLOCATING) (Line 13 in Fig. 1 ), (4) the memory block is being coalesced in the release service (FREEING), and (5) the memory block does not exist (NOEXIST). Instead of only using a binary representation, our formal specification models the bitmap using a datatype BlockState that is composed of these cases together with FREE. The reason of this decision is to simplify proving that the bitmap shape is well-formed. In particular, this representation makes less complex to verify the case in which the descendant of a free block is a non-free block. This is the case where the last free block has not been split and therefore lower levels do not exist. We illustrate a The structural properties clarify the constraints on and consistency of quad trees, free block lists, the memory pool configuration, and waiting threads. All of them are thought of as invariants on the kernel state and have been formally verified on the formal specification in Isabelle/HOL.
Well-shaped bitmaps. We say that the logical memory block j at a level i physically exists iff the bitmap j for the level i is ALLOCATED, FREE, ALLOCATING, or FREE-ING, represented by the predicate is memblock. We do not consider blocks marked as DIVIDED as physical blocks since it is only a logical block containing other blocks. Threads may split and coalesce memory blocks. A valid forest is defined by the following rules: (1) the parent bit of an existing memory block is DIVIDED and its child bits are NOEXIST, denoted by the predicate noexist bits that checks for a given bitmap b and a position j that nodes b!j to b!(j + 3) are set as NOEXIST; (2) the parent bit of a DIVIDED block is also DIVIDED; and (3) the child bits of a NOEXIST bit are also NOEXIST and its parent can not be a DIVIDED block. The property is defined as the predicate inv-bitmap(s), where s is the state.
There are two additional properties on bitmaps. First, the address space of any memory pool cannot be empty, i.e., the bits at level 0 have to be different to NOEXIST. Second, the allocation algorithm may split a memory block into smaller ones, but not the those blocks at the lowest level (i.e. level n levels − 1), therefore the bits at the lowest level cannot not be DIVIDED. The first property is defined as inv-bitmap0(s) and the second as inv-bitmapn(s).
Consistency of the memory configuration. The configuration of a memory pool is set when it is initialized. Since the minimum block size is aligned to 4 bytes, there must exists an n > 0 such that the maximum size of a pool is equal to 4 × n × 4 n levels , relating the number of levels of a level 0 block with its maximum size. Moreover, the number of blocks at level 0 and the number of levels have to be greater than zero, since the memory pool cannot be empty. The number of levels is equal to the length of the pool levels list. Finally, the length of the bitmap at level i should be n max × 4 i . This property is defined as inv-mempool-info(s).
Memory partition property. Memory blocks partition the pool they belong to, and then not overlapping blocks and the absence of memory leaks are critical properties. For a memory block of index j at level i, its address space is the interval [j × (max sz/4 i ), (j + 1) × (max sz/4 i )). For any relative memory address addr in the memory domain of a memory pool, and hence addr < n max * max sz, there is one and only one memory block whose address space contains addr. Here, we use relative address for addr. The property is defined as mem-part(s).
From the invariants of the bitmap, we derive the general property for the memory partition. Together with the memory partition property, pools must also satisfy the following:
No partner fragmentation. The memory release algorithm in Zephyr coalesces free partner memory blocks into blocks as large as possible for all the descendants from the root level, without including it. Thus, a memory pool does not contain four FREE partner bits.
Validity of free block lists. The free list at one level keeps the starting address of free memory blocks. The memory management ensures that the addresses in the list are valid, i.e., they are different from each other and aligned to the block size, which at a level i is given by (max sz/4 i ). Moreover, a memory block is in the free list iff the corresponding bit of the bitmap is FREE.
Non-overlapping of memory pools. The memory spaces of the set of pools defined in a system must be disjoint, so the memory addresses of a pool does not belong to the memory space of any other pool.
Other properties. The state of a suspended thread in wait q has to be consistent with the threads waiting for a memory pool. Threads can only be blocked once, and those threads waiting for available memory blocks have to be in a BLOCKED state. During allocation and free of a memory block, blocks of the tree may temporally be manipulated during the coalesce and division process. A block can be only manipulated by a thread at a time, and the state bit of a block being temporally manipulate has to be FREEING or ALLOCATING.
Formalizing Zephyr Memory Management
For the purpose of formal verification of event-driven systems such as OSs, we have developed π-Core, a framework for rely-guarantee reasoning of components running in parallel invoking events. π-Core has support for concurrent OSs features like modelling shared-variable concurrency of multiple threads, interruptable execution of handlers, self-suspending threads, and rescheduling. In this section, we first introduce the modelling language in π-Core and an execution model of Zephyr using this language. Then we discuss in detail the low-level design specification for the kernel services that the memory management provides. Since this work focuses on the memory management, we only provide very abstract models for other kernel functionalities such as the kernel scheduling and thread control.
Event-based Execution Model of Zephyr
The language in π-Core. Interrupt handlers in π-Core are considered as reaction services which are represented as events:
In this representation, an event is a parametrized imperative program P with a name E, a list of service input parameters p 1 , ..., p n , and a guard condition g to determine the conditions triggering the event. In addition to the input parameters, an event has a special parameter κ which indicates the execution context, e.g. the scheduler and the thread invoking the event. The imperative commands of an event body P in π-Core are standard sequential constructs such as conditional execution, loop, and sequential composition of programs. It also includes a synchronization construct for concurrent processes represented by AWAIT b THEN P END. The body P is executed atomically if and only if the boolean condition b holds, not progressing otherwise. ATOM P END denotes an Await statement for which its guard is T rue.
Threads and kernel processes have their own execution context and local states. Each of them is modelled in π-Core as a set of events called event systems and denoted as ESYS S ≡ {E 0 , ..., E n }. The operational semantics of an event system is the sequential composition of the execution of the events composing it. It consists in the continuous evaluation of the guards of the system events. From the set of events for which the associated guard g holds in the current state, one event E is non-deterministically selected to be triggered, and its body P executed. After P finishes, the evaluation of the guards starts again looking for the next event to be executed. Finally, π-Core has a construct for parallel composition of event systems esys 0 ... esys n which interleaves the execution of the events composing each event system esys i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Execution model of Zephyr. If we do not consider its initialization, an OS kernel can be consider as a reactive system that is in an idle loop until it receives an interruption which is handled by an interruption handler. Whilst interrupt handlers execution is atomic in sequential kernels, it can be interrupted in concurrent kernels [6, 22] allowing services invoked by threads to be interrupted and resumed later. In the execution model of Zephyr, we consider a scheduler S and a set of threads t 1 , ..., t n . In this model, the , ,
2 ≡ (⋃ . @ 2 ) ∪ (⋃ ( , , ) .
, , execution of the scheduler is atomic since kernel services can not interrupt it. But kernel services can be interrupted via the scheduler, i.e., the execution of a memory service invoked by a thread t i may be interrupted by the kernel scheduler to execute a thread t j . Fig.3 illustrates Zephyr execution model, where solid lines represent execution steps of the threads/kernel services and dotted lines mean the suspension of the thread/code. For instance, the execution of k mempool free in thread t 1 is interrupted by the scheduler, and the context is switched to thread t 2 which invokes k mempool alloc. During the execution of t 2 , the kernel service may suspend the thread and switch to another thread t n by calling rescheduling. Later, the execution is switched back to t 1 and continues the execution of k mempool free in a different state from when it was interrupted. The event systems of Zephyr are illustrated in the right part of Fig. 3 . A user thread t i invoke allocation/release services, thus the event system for t i is esys ti , a set composed of the events alloc and free. The input parameters for these events correspond with the arguments of the service implementation, that are constrained by the guard for each service. Together with system users we model the event service for the scheduler esys sched consisting on a unique event sched whose argument is a thread t to be scheduled when t is in the READY state. The formal specification of the memory management is the parallel composition of the event system for the threads and the scheduler esys t1 ... esys tn esys sched Thread context and preemption. Events are parametrized by a thread identifier used to access to the execution context of the thread invoking it. As shown in Figure 3 , the execution of an event executed by a thread can be stopped by the scheduler to be resumed later. This behaviour is modelled using a global variable cur that indicates the thread being currently has been scheduled and is being executed, and conditioning the execution of parametrized events in t only when t is scheduled. This is achieved by using the expression t p ≡ AWAIT cur = t THEN p END, so an event invoked by a thread t only progresses when t is scheduled. This scheme allows to use relyguarantee for concurrent execution of threads on mono-core architectures, where only the scheduled thread is able to modify the memory.
Formal Specification of Memory Management Services
This section discusses the formal specification of the memory management services. These services deal with the initialization of pools, and memory allocation and release.
System state. The system state includes the memory model introduced in Section 4, together with the thread under execution in variable cur and local variables to the memory services used to keep temporal changes to the structure, guards in conditional and loop statements, and index accesses. The memory model is represented as a set mem pools storing the references of all memory pools and a mapping mem pool info to query a pool by a pool reference. Local variables are modelled as total functions from threads to variable values, representing that the event is accessing the thread context. In the formal model of the events we represent access to a state component c using´c and the value of a local component c for the thread t is represented as´c t. Local variables allocating node and freeing node are relevant for the memory services, storing the temporal blocks being split/coalesced in alloc/release services respectively.
Memory pool initialization.
Zephyr defines and initializes memory pools at compile time by constructing a static variable of type struct k mem pool. The implementation initializes each pool with n max level 0 blocks with size max sz bytes. Bitmaps of level 0 are set to 1 and free list contains all level 0 blocks. Bitmaps and free lists of other level are initialized to 0 and to the empty list respectively. In the formal model, we specify a state corresponding to the implementation initial state and we show that it belongs to the set of states satisfying the invariant.
Memory allocation/release services. The C code of Zephyr uses the recursive function free block to coalesce free partner blocks and the break statement to stop the execution of a loop statements, which are not supported by the imperative language in π-Core. The formal specification overcomes this by transforming the recursion into a loop controlled by the recursion conditoin, and using a control variable to exit loops with breaks when the condition to execute the loop break is satisfied. Additionally, the memory management services use the atomic body irq lock(); P; irq unlock(); to keep interruption handlers reentrant by disabling interruptions. We simplify this behaviour in the specification using an ATOM statement, avoiding that the service is interrupted at that point. The rest of the formal specification closely follows the implementation, where variables are modified using higher order functions changing the state as the code does it. The reason of using Isabelle/HOL functions is that π-Core does not provide a semantic for expressions, using instead state transformer relying on high order functions to change the state. Fig. 4 illustrates the π-Core specification of the free block function invoked by k mem pool free when releasing a memory block. The code accesses the following variables: lsz, lsize, and lvl to keep information about the current level; blk, bn, and bb to represent the address and number of the block currently being accessed; f reeing node to represent the node being freeing; and i to iterate blocks. Additionally, the model includes the component f ree block r to model the recursion condition. To simplify the representation the model uses predicates and functions to access and modify the state.
1 WHILE´free-block-r t DO 2 t ´lsz :=´lsz (t :=´lsizes t ! (´lvl t));; 3 t ´blk :=´blk (t := block-ptr (´mem-pool-info (pool b )) (´lsz t) (´bn t));; 4 t ATOM 5´mem-pool-info := set-bit-free´mem-pool-info (pool b ) (´lvl t) (´bn t);; 6´freeing-node :=´freeing-node (t := None);; 7
IF´lvl t > 0 ∧ partner-bits (´mem-pool-info (pool b )) (´lvl t) (´bn t) THEN 8
FOR´i :=´i (t := 0 );´i t < 4 ;´i :=´i (t :=´i t + 1 ) DO 9´bb :=´bb (t := (´bn t div 4 ) * 4 +´i t);; 10´mem-pool-info := set-bit-noexist´mem-pool-info (pool b ) (´lvl t) (´bb t);; 11´block-pt :=´block-pt (t := block-ptr (´mem-pool-info (pool b )) (´lsz t) (´bb t));;
remove-free-list (´mem-pool-info (pool b )) (´lvl t) (´block-pt t)) 15 FI 
16

ROF;;
17´lvl :=´lvl (t :=´lvl t − 1 );; 18´bn :=´bn (t :=´bn t div 4 );; 19´mem-pool-info := set-bit-freeing´mem-pool-info (pool b ) (´lvl t) (´bn t);; 20´freeing-node :=´freeing-node (t := Some (|pool = (pool b ), level = (´lvl t), 21 block = (´bn t), data = block-ptr (´mem-pool-info (pool b )) 22
(((ALIGN4 (max-sz (´mem-pool-info (pool b )))) div (4ˆ(´lvl t)))) (´bn t) |)) 23
28´free-block-r :=´free-block-r (t := False) 29 FI 30 END 31 OD Fig. 4 : The π-Core Specification of free block Due to space constrains, we are unable to provide detailed explanation of these functions. However the name of the functions can help the reader to better understand their functionality. We refer readers to the Isabelle/HOL sources for the complete specification of the formal model.
In the C code, free block is a recursive function with two conditions: (1) the block being released belongs to a level higher than zero, since blocks at level zero cannot be merged; and (2) the partners bits of the block being released are FREE so they can be merged into a bigger block. We represent (1) with the predicate´lvl t > 0 and (2) with the predicate partner bit f ree. The formal specification follows the same structure translating the recursive function into a loop that is controlled by a variable mimicking the recursion.
The formal specification for free block first releases an allocated memory block bn setting it to FREEING. Then, the loop statement sets free block to FREE (Line 5), and also checks that the iteration/recursive condition holds in Line 7. If the condition holds, the partner bits are set to NOEXIST, and remove their addresses from the free list for this level (Lines 12 -14). Then, it sets the parent block bit to FREEING (Lines 17 -22) , and updates the variables controlling the current block and level numbers, before going back to the beginning of the loop again. If the iteration condition is not true it sets the bit to FREE and add the block to the free list (Lines 24 -28) and sets the loop condition to false to end the procedure. This function is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The block 172 is released by a thread and since its partner blocks (block 173 − 175) are free, Zephyr coalesces the four blocks and sets their parent block 43 as FREEING. The coalescence continues iteratively if the partners of block 43 are all free.
Correctness and Rely-guarantee Proof
We have proven correctness of the buddy memory management in Zephyr using the rely-guarantee proof system of π-Core. We ensure functional correctness of each kernel service w.r.t. the defined pre/post conditions, invariant preservation, termination of loop statements in the kernel services, the preservation of the memory configuration during small steps of kernel services, and the separation of local variables of threads. In this section, we introduce the rely-guarantee proof system of π-Core and how these properties are specified and verified using it.
Rely-guarantee Proof Rules and Verification
A rely-guarantee specification for a system is a quadruple RGCond = pre, R, G, pst , where pre is the pre-condition, R is the rely condition, G is the guarantee condition, and pst is the post-condition. The intuitive meaning of a valid rely-guarantee specification for a parallel component P , denoted by |= P sat pre, R, G, pst , is that if P is executed from an initial state s ∈ pre and any environment transition belongs to the rely relation R, then the state transitions carried out by P belong to the guarantee relation G and the final states belong to pst.
We have defined a rely-guarantee axiomatic proof system for the π-Core specification language to prove validity of rely-guarantee specifications, and proven in Isabelle/HOL its soundness with regards to the the definition of validity. Some of the rules composing the axiomatic reasoning system are shown in Fig. 5 .
A predicate P is stable w.r.t. a relation R, represented as stable(P, R), when for any pair of states (s, t) such that s ∈ P and (s, t) ∈ R then t ∈ P . The intuitive meaning is that an environment represented by R does not affect the satisfiability of P . The parallel rule in Fig. 5 establishes compositionality of the proof system, where verification of the parallel specification can be reduced to the verification of individual event systems first and then to the verification of individual events. It is necessary that each event system PS(κ) satisfies its specification pres κ , Rs κ , Gs κ , psts κ (Premise 1); the pre-condition for the parallel composition implies all the event system's preconditions (Premise 2); the overall post-condition must be a logical consequence of all post-conditions of event systems (Premise 3); since an action transition of the concurrent system is performed by one of its event system, the guarantee condition Gs κ of each event system must be a subset of the overall guarantee condition G (Premise 4); an
body(α) sat pre ∩ guard(α), R, G, pst stable(pre, R) ∀s. (s, s) ∈ G Event α sat pre, R, G, pst To prove loop termination, loop invariants are parametrized with a logical variable α. It suffices to show total correctness of a loop statement by the following proposition where loopinv(α) is the parametrize invariant, in which the logical variable is used to find a convergent relation to show that the number of iterations of the loop is finite.
Correctness Specification
Using the compositional reasoning of π-Core, correctness of Zephyr memory management can be specified and verified with the rely-guarantee specification of each event. The functional correctness of a kernel service is specified by its pre/post-conditions. Invariant preservation, memory configuration, and separation of local variables is specified in the guarantee condition of each service.
The guarantee condition for both memory services is defined as:
Mem-pool-alloc-guar t ≡ (1) Id ∪ ( 
This relation states that alloc and free services may not change the state (1), e.g., a blocked await or selecting branch on a conditional statement. If it changes the state then: (2) the static configuration of memory pools in the model do not change; (3.1) if the scheduled thread is not the thread invoking the event then variables for that thread do not change (since it is blocked in an Await as explained in Section 3); (3.2) if it is, then the relation preserves the memory invariant, and consequently each step of the event needs to preserve the invariant; (4) a thread does not change the local variables of other threads.
Using the π-Core proof rules we verify that the invariant introduced in Section 4 is preserved by all the events. Additionally, we prove that when starting in a valid memory configuration given by the invariant, then if the service does not returns an error code then it returns a valid memory block with size bigger or equal than the requested capacity. The property is specified by the following postcondition: If a thread requests a memory block in mode FOREVER, it may successfully allocate a valid memory block, or fail (ESIZEERR) if the request size is larger than the size of the memory pool. If the thread is requesting a memory pool in mode NOWAIT, it may also get the result of ENOMEM if there is no available blocks. But if the thread is requesting in mode TIMEOUT, it will get the result of ETIMEOUT if there is no available blocks in timeout milliseconds.
The property is indeed weak since even if the memory has a block able to allocate the requested size before invoking the allocation service, another thread running concurrently may have taken the block first during the execution of the service. For the same reason, the released block may be taken by another concurrent thread before the end of the release services.
Correctness Proof
In the π-Core system, verification of a rely-guarantee specification proving a property is carried out by inductively applying the proof rules for each system event and discharging the proof obligations the rules generate. Typically, these proof obligations require to prove stability of the pre-and post-condition to check that changes of the environment preserve them, and to show that a statement modifying a state from the precondition gets a state belonging to the postcondition.
To prove termination of the loop statement in free block shown in Fig. 4 , we define the loop invariant with the logical variable α as follows. ∧ (¬´free-block-r t −→´freeing-node t = None) | } ∩ {| α = (if´freeing-node t = None then´lvl t + 1 else 0 ) | } f reeing node and lvt are local variables respectively storing the node being free and the level that the node belongs to. In the body of the loop, if lvl t > 0 and partner bit is true, then lvl = lvl − 1 at the end of the body. Otherwise, f reeing node t = N one. So at the end of the loop body, α decreases or α = 0. If α = 0, we have f reeing node t = N one, and thus the negation of the loop condition ¬f ree block r t, concluding termination of free block.
Due to concurrency, it is necessary to consider fairness to prove termination of the loop statement in k mempool alloc from Line 23 to 33 in Fig. 1 . On the one hand, when a thread requests a memory block in the FOREVER mode, it is possible that there will never be available blocks since other threads do not release allocated blocks. On the other hand, even when other threads release blocks, it is possible that the available blocks are always raced by threads.
Evaluation and Results
Evaluation The verification conducted in this work is on Zhephyr v1.8.0, released in 2017. The C code of the buddy memory management is ≈ 400 lines, not counting blank lines and comments. Table 1 shows the statistics for the effort and size of the proofs in the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover. In total, the models and mechanized verification consists of ≈ 28,000 lines of specification and proofs, and the total effort is ≈ 12 personmonths. The specification and proof of π-Core are reusable for the verification of other systems.
Bugs in Zephyr
During the formal verification, we found 3 bugs in the C code of Zephyr. The first two bugs are critical and have been repaired in the latest release of Zephyr. To avoid the third one, callers to k mem pool alloc have to constrain the argument t size size.
(1) Incorrect block split: this bug is located in the loop in Line 11 of the k mem pool alloc service, shown in Fig. 1 . The level empty function checks if a pool p has blocks in the free list at level alloc l. Concurrent threads may release a memory block at that level making the call to level empty(p, alloc l) to return false and stopping the loop. In such case, it allocates a memory block of a bigger capacity at a level i but it still sets the level number of the block as alloc l at Line 15. The service allocates a larger block to the requesting thread causing an internal fragmentation of max sz/4 i − max sz/4 alloc l bytes. When this block is released, it will be inserted into the free list at level alloc l, but not at level i, causing an external fragmentation of max sz/4 i −max sz/4 alloc l . The bug is fixed by removing the condition level empty(p, alloc l) in our specification.
(2) Incorrect return from k mem pool alloc: this bug is found at Line 26 in Fig. 1 . When a suitable free block is allocated by another thread, the pool alloc function returns EAGAIN at Line 9 to ask the thread to retry the allocation. When a thread invokes k mem pool alloc in FOREVER mode and this case happens, the service returns EA-GAIN immediately. However, a thread invoking k mem pool alloc in FOREVER mode should keep retrying when it does not succeed. We repair the bug by removing the condition ret == EAGAIN at Line 26. As explained in the comments of the C Code, EAGAIN should not be returned to threads invoking the service. Moreover, the return EAGAIN at Line 34 is actually the case of time out. Thus, we introduce a new return code ETIMEOUT in our specification.
(3) Non-termination of k mem pool alloc: we have discussed that the loop statement at Lines 23 -33 in Fig. 1 does not terminate. However, it should terminate in certain cases, which are actually violated in the C code. When a thread requests a memory block in FOREVER mode and the requested size is larger than max sz, the maximum size of blocks, the loop at Lines 23 -33 in Fig. 1 never finishes since pool alloc always returns ENOMEM. The reason is that the "return ENOMEM" at Line 6 does not distinguish two cases, alloc l < 0 and f ree l < 0. In the first case, the requested size is larger than max sz and the kernel service should return immediately. In the second case, there are no free blocks larger than the requested size and the service tries forever until some free block available. We repair the bug by splitting the if statement at Lines 4 -7 into these two cases and introducing a new return code ESIZEERR in our specification. Then, we change the condition at Lines 25 -26 to check that the returned value is ESIZEERR instead of ENOMEM.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have developed a formal specification at low-level design of the concurrent buddy memory management of Zephyr RTOS. Using the rely-guarantee technique in the π-Core framework, we have formally verified a set of critical properties for OS kernels such as invariant preservation, and preservation of memory configuration. Finally, we identified some critical bugs in the C code of Zephyr.
Our work explores the challenges and cost of certifying concurrent OSs for the highest-level assurance. The definition of properties and rely-guarantee relations is complex and the verification task becomes expensive. We used 40 times of LOS/LOP than the C code at low-level design. Next, we are planning to verify other modules of Zephyr, which may be easier due to simpler data structures and algorithms. For the purpose of fully formal verification of OSs at source code level, we will replace the imperative language in π-Core by a more expressive one and add a verification condition generator (VCG) to reduce the cost of the verification.
